ADVANCED EAR CORRECTION

EXPERT EAR CORRECTIONS THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE WITH NO INCISIONS
The latest advanced non-surgical cosmetic bat ear correction technique has been introduced by Dr. Zurek. Dr. Zurek has designed a number of different non-surgical procedures over the last 20 years and specialises in Bat Ear Correction. This new non-surgical Otoplasty is an effective alternative to conventional ear correction surgery. Zurek’s technique restores facial symmetry by lowering prominent ears permanently all the while delivering the same results as traditional bat ear surgery.

**Bat Ear Correction Procedure Sydney**

Dr. Zurek’s non-surgical Otoplasty is a safe, cost-effective procedure with almost no recovery time. He has developed and refined his technique so that his patients can benefit from a non-surgical procedure.

**What are the Benefits?**

- No hospitalisation
- No bandages
- Nearly painless
- Fast healing
- No general anaesthesia
- Much more affordable than other methods
Free Consultations
If you suffer from Bat Ear and would like more information on Dr. Zurek’s effective corrective procedure, call today and book a free consultation.

the stitch stitch method

Dr. Zurek and his team of qualified doctors perform an alternative to Otoplasty using the stitch method, a new minimally invasive procedure with quick recovery times and no head bandages.

Dr. Zurek has over 45 years’ experience in medicine and surgery in Australia. In the 1970’s he completed five years of surgical training in Sydney teaching hospitals and passed Part 1 Fellowship examination of Royal Australasian College of Surgeons in 1975. Subsequently, he worked in private practice developing a particular interest in skin cancer and cosmetic surgery. Since 1995 he has been practicing exclusively in the field of Cosmetic Surgery. Dr. Zurek has completed numerous training courses in all areas of cosmetic surgery in USA, Europe, South America, Asia, and Australia. In 1999 he became a Founding Fellow of the Australasian College of Cosmetic Surgery and served as a Member of Council and an Examiner as well as a Preceptor for the ACCS Registrar Training Programme.

To date, Dr. Zurek has successfully corrected more than 8000 ears with his technique, a number that no other doctor in the world can match. While most cosmetic surgeons and clinics offer ear correction as a “side option” alongside other surgeries like breast corrections, liposuction, and facelifts, Dr. Zurek only specializes in Otoplasty procedures, carrying them out according to the stitch method.” Zurek’s technique is cheaper, and safer than any other corrective ear procedure and guarantees the same results.
With this method, non-absorbable Prolene threads are invisible lowered under the skin using tiny stitches on both sides of the ear, and small stab incisions between 1 and 3 mm behind the surface of the ears. With these stab incisions and stitches, a fold called the antihelix is reshaped into its natural form, and the distending ear falls into the correct position.

If the ear’s structure requires it, the same technique can be applied to repairing a large conchal bowl – the bowl-shaped cavity on the outside of the opening of the ear canal. This can be achieved by moving the antihelix fold in the direction of the ear canal entrance, hence minimising the large cavum conchae and moving the ear closer to the head.

The only wounds are small stitch-points on both sides of the ear that heal in just a few days. Patients can see results immediately after the procedure with relatively no pain. Dr. Zurek’s method is non-surgical therefore there is no visible scarring left on the ears, unlike traditional Otoplasty. Beautiful, natural-looking ears are formed with no evidence that they were ever corrected. Choosing Dr. Zurek’s technique guarantees patients the ability to eliminate the usual operation risks like extreme pain, long recovery times, bandages, and infection.

There have only been a few rare occurring risks associated with the stitch method. These risks include the possibility of a thread intolerance with thread rejection, but these cases are extremely rare. To avoid infection, rejected threads must be taken out, which is a fast and straightforward procedure. A protruding ear that forms again can be fixed as minimally invasively as at the first operation.

Children as young as five years old can have the operation. After that, it is possible to have the procedure at any age. The oldest male patient to date was 86, whereas the oldest female was 74. With this technique, practically any protruding ear, no matter what the ear size or thickness of the cartilage can be corrected. During the procedure, patients have the option to help determine the positioning of their ears by using a hand-held mirror. Dr. Zurek’s technique ensures that patients can go home immediately after the procedure with zero bandages with a very short recovery time. The recovery time is so short that Adults can go back to work and children can return to school the following day.

People who have protruding ears, as well as enlarged ears, sometimes ask that the size of their ears be decreased at the same time as the Otoplasty. However, it’s unnecessary with this technique because once a protruding ear is corrected the ear appears to be much smaller than before the procedure. Dr. Zurek’s technique can also treat protruding earlobes too.

Some doctors on the internet use the term “stitch method” even though they do not operate according to Dr. Zurek’s new alternative stitch technique. If you have any doubt on whether your operation was conducted using Dr. Zurek’s method please feel free to contact us.

From time to time, we have patients that tell us other surgeons have advised them against getting the stitch method to correct their protruding ears. The reason being is that these doctors are unfamiliar with our method and can’t understand how and if it actually works. Our clinic’s numbers of ears operated on using our method are proof that Dr. Zurek’s technique does work. In fact, no other doctor in our field has achieved what we have, making us the superior choice in corrective ear surgery.

Dr. Zurek and his team have been providing long-term results over 20 years that are also based on a very large number of operations – a number that has not been met before.

The benefits of Dr. Zurek’s Stitch Method compared to the usual conventional methods presently used are the following:

- No head bandages
- Excellent cosmetic results
- Patients can help determine the position of their ears during the procedure by using a hand-held mirror
- No cutting of the skin
- No skin removal
- No visible scars
- Practically no blood loss
- Extremely low risk of infection
- No pain during the operation
- Short term recovery time
- Low-cost
- No hospital stay
- No risk of infection
FREE CONSULTATION

Expert ear corrections that will change your life with no incisions needed